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ABSTRACT
In this article, lessons learned from the design of a Java
interface to digital cameras are described. The interface
allows programmers to interact with a FireWire digital
camera directly from within their Java programs. Two
types of applications were developed. The first uses the
Java 2D API directly to display the information on screen.
Java networking is used to transmit the images over a net-
work. The second application implements a datasource for
the Java Media Framework. Being integrated in the JMF,
a wide range of features can be used, including sending
images over the network with a real-time transfer proto-
col. Both types of applications are compared, and their
performance is evaluated. The usability of Java and the
Java Media Framework to control digital cameras, and the
possibilities of integrating the results from this paper in an
embedded system are discussed.
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1 Introduction

Lately, the Java programming language is becoming more
and more popular. The huge amount of available packages,
its efficiency, platform independence and ease of use make
it the platform of choice for many developers around the
world. Although a very extensive API is available with
classes encapsulating a large number of peripherals, it is
not possible to provide an interface for every device that
can be connected to a computer system. Therefore, the Java
Native Interface (JNI) was introduced in Java 1.1 [1].

One specific category of devices for which Java
lacks an interface, are those connected to an IEEE-1394
high performance bus (more commonly known under the
names FireWire or i-link). The IEEE-1394 protocol pro-
vides easy-to-use, low-cost and high-speed communica-
tions. It is very scalable and supports both asynchronous
and isochronous applications. The latter makes it very suit-
able for sending time-critical, error-tolerant data (such as
a video or audio stream) and it should be no surprise that
since its conception in 1993, IEEE-1394 has been very pop-
ular in this area.

In the context of the IWT funded project SEESCOA,
carried out by the KULeuven in cooperation with other Bel-
gian universities, a Java interface calledlibJDC1394 was
developed for a FireWire controlled digital camera. This
camera complies to the IEEE-1394 digital camera specifi-
cation ([2]), and was attached to a PC-104 architecture (see
[3]) through an OHCI1 compatible FireWire card. On this
system, a debian linux operating system was installed.

The interface that was developed enables software en-
gineers to use a broad range of devices that comply to the
digital camera specification (see [2]) in their applications.
Because of the network orientation of the Java program-
ming language, the interface has the potential of greatly in-
creasing the usability of digital cameras. In this paper, we
will discuss the implementation and performance of this in-
terface, and we will evaluate to what extent it can be used
on embedded systems with limited resources. When evalu-
ating the performance of our system, the focus is not on a
theoretical study of used technologies (e.g. the Java Native
Interface). Rather, the emphasis is placed on the relative
performance of the different methods and applications used
to transfer information from the camera to the user.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows:
In section 2 we will give an overview of the FireWire sub-
system and digital camera libraries under linux. We will
describe some issues on interfacing these libraries to Java
with JNI. Section 3 will consists of example applications
that use thelibJDC1394 . The performance of these ap-
plications is investigated in section 4. We summarize our
results in 5. Future work is discussed in section 6.

2 The journey of an image

The IEEE-1394 subsystem (abbreviated aslinux1394 )
for linux can be included in linux kernels version 2.3.40
and above2. Its subsystem consists of a number of different
modules, which are schematically shown in figure 1.

The kernel portion of the subsystem is the
ieee1394 module. Using a callback system,ieee1394
will notify interested drivers of activity on the IEEE-1394
bus. On top of theieee1394 module, high level drivers
are available. The most important one israw1394 which

1Open Host Controller Interface
2Patches are available for the 2.2 series of the kernel.



Figure 1. The Linux library structure

provides an interface to the IEEE-1394 bus. This kernel
module is used by the librarylibraw1394 to provide
direct busaccess to applications. Another frequently used
module isvideo1394 , a driver that uses DMA technol-
ogy available in the OHCI hardware to deliver isochronous
data from the bus to applications. For technical details
we refer interested readers to [4, 5, 6]. Since program-
ming a digital camera directly withlibraw1394 is cum-
bersome, a convenient high level library is used instead:
libdc1394 . The interface it provides is specifically de-
signed for digital cameras. It is for this library that a JNI
interface was created.

How is grabbing an image done? Before
libdc1394 can receive images, it has to provide
libraw1394 with a function to be executed when data
is available. libraw1394 passes this information on to
raw1394 who is registered withieee1394 (see arrow 1
on figure 1). After a request to start capturing is sent to the
camera, it places the image on the bus. This triggers mod-
ule ieee1394 (arrow 2) who will pass on this information
to raw1394 (arrow 3). The latter will execute the func-
tion that was provided to it bylibdc1394 , which results
in the copy of the relevant information from kernelspace to
userspace where it can be accessed bylibdc1394 (ar-
row 4). A faster alternative is to use the DMA architecture
throughvideo1394 . It maintains a circular buffer of im-
ages in DMA memory. As soon as data is available on the
bus, it will be written in this circular buffer by the OHCI
controller (arrow a). The information can then be directly
accessed from a library in userspace (arrow b). One last
step remains: moving the picture from native userspace to
our Java application.

Two methods exist to leverage existing libraries with
JNI (for a detailed description of these methods and other

JNI related issues, we refer to [1]). A technique called
shared stubsrequires only one wrappermethod to be imple-
mented that dispatches the call to the correct native method.
In our library, we have chosen for the other possibility:
1-to-1 mapping. Though this option requires more work
(a wrappermethod is required for each native method that
needs to be interfaced to Java), it has a higher performance
and offers more possibilities (e.g. typecontrol).

Working with a camera often involves processing and
transmitting large amounts of data. Unfortunately, transfer-
ring large amounts of data through the Java Native Interface
results in serious performance penalties. One way of mini-
mizing this problem is by usingsustained references.

The principle of a sustained reference is as follows:
when a large structure or chunk of information is only used
in Java as a concept (there is no need for its internal struc-
ture) the object is not passed on to Java. Instead, it is placed
on the native heap (if it wasn’t there in the first place), and a
pointer is returned to Java. The object itself stays in native
memory.

An excellent example of an object that can be repre-
sented by a sustained reference is ahandle. A handle has a
rather complicated internal structure, which is hardly ever
used by the application programmer. It is merely passed
on. Implementing a handle by a sustained reference will
dramatically reduce the quantity of information transferred
between the native library and the Java application with lit-
tle or no disadvantages in normal use.

A word of caution using this technique is probably in
order. It is clear that the pointer which is returned to Java
has only meaning inside the native code. It should therefore
never be modified by the Java application. It is a good idea
to prevent programmers from doing so. Another disadvan-
tage of this approach is that Java programs can not access
information from structures represented by these sustained
references.

Thereforehybrid objectsare used. A hybrid object
contains the full structure of the native object, but also con-
tains a private sustained reference that points to its native
counterpart. This results in a performanceboost if most
variables inside a structure hardly ever change. An ex-
cellent example is aCameraCapture which encapsulates
a captured image. Most properties of the image (height,
width, colorscheme, . . . ) never need to be updated between
subsequent captures. Initialized during setup, the internal
structure of the hybrid object is only used by other Java
classes. Since native calls ignore this structure and use the
sustained reference, the need to constantly rebuild struc-
tures in native code is avoided.

Unfortunately, not all large datatransfers can be
avoided, since the images themselves still need to be placed
inside our Java structures. Fast methods offered by JNI are
used to directly access our Java arrays from within native
code. Also, Java arrays are placed in a circular buffer and
reused. We will elaborate further on these performance is-
sues in section 4.



3 Examples using libJDC1394

We implemented 4 sample applications that use the
libJDC1394 interface (see table 1).

Java 2D API JMF API
Local ImageDisplay JMF Videoplayer
Network ImageServer JMF Videoserver

ImageClient

Table 1. 4 Example Applications

Vertically, we distinguish between a local and a dis-
tributed application:

Local The local application will retrieve the images from
the camera and display them to the user.

Distributed The distributed system consists of two parts:
the client and the server. The server always resides on
the system to which the digital camera is attached. It
is responsible for fetching the images and preparing
them for distribution (e.g. compressing or encrypting
the information). The client, which usually executes
on a different system, will connect to the server and
retrieve the information stream. It will display the im-
ages to the user and may implement features that en-
able the user to do more advanced processing of the
information. The server is often an embedded system
with very limited resources. Attention should be made
to minimize the hardware requirements of the server
software. The client usually runs on a general purpose
system and has much less severe constraints.

Horizontally, we distinguish two different frame-
works:

Java 2D These applications were developed using the
Java 2D API and Java networking. TheImageDisplay
application shows images locally using the datasource
ImagePanel . The ImageServer/ImageClientappli-
cation sends the information over the network and dis-
plays it at the client. Compression or encryption is not
yet implemented but can easily be added. Java Net-
working is used instead of RMI3, since the latter is not
supported on all embedded virtual machines and re-
sults in too much overhead4. These two applications
will be used as a reference to which the Java Media
Framework integration is compared.

Java Media Framework Applications For these applica-
tions, a datasource is implemented which is used by
the Java Media Framework. This datasource enables
us to use a variety of applications (videoplayers, con-
versions, . . . ), which are present in this framework,
with the camera.

3Remote Method Invocation
4Remember that the system used is a PC/104 architecture with very

limited resources. Although a harddisk is still used in our first implemen-
tation, a more advanced version should be able to do without.

We will elaborate on both frameworks in sections 3.1
and 3.2. The used technologies are only explained inso-
far they are relevant for our application. A more complete
guide to the Java 2D API can be found in [7] whereas an in
depth treatment of the Java Media Framework is given in
[8].

3.1 Java 2D API

2D images are represented in Java by the classesImage
and BufferedImage. Since objects ofImage can only
be created by specific Java methods, we have to turn to
BufferedImage if we wish to create an image out of noth-
ing and have full control over its structure.

The internal structure of aBufferedImage contains
a databuffer (the raw imagedata) and a samplemodel that
specifies how the raw data is to be interpreted. Next
to those two structures (which make up the raster), a
BufferedImage contains a colormodel which specifies
how colors from a pixel can be extracted from the raw in-
formation. By specifying this information we can create a
BufferedImage object that is placed in a SwingJPanel.

The Java 2D applications from table 1 are designed
around two core concepts:

Datasources: Datasources implement the Java interface
ImageSource, and are responsible forcreating the
images. Two datasources that were used in our ap-
plication areImageCaptureDMA (which constructs
an image using DMA functions that are available
in libJDC1394 ), and ImageClientSocket (which
generates an image based on information send over
the network by anImageServerSocket).

Outputdevices: Outputdevices implement theImageLis-
tener interface. A simple example is the classIm-
agePanel which returns a SwingJPanel showing
the image. Another example isImageServerSocket
which is used to send images from the camera over a
network.

In the design of the application, two design patterns
were used. According to the authors of [9], a design pat-
tern names, abstracts and identifies the key aspects of a
common design structure that make it useful for creating
a reusable object-oriented design. In short, design patterns
are solutions, based on the experience of many, to common
object-oriented design issues. The Observer pattern allows
us to link an arbitrary number of outputdevices to one data-
source. The Strategy pattern uncouples the algorithms that
process the images from the source. These patterns5 enable
us to combine datasources and outputdevices in a flexible
manner.

5Both the observer and strategy patterns are described in [9].



3.2 Java Media Framework

The Java Media Framework (JMF) is an architecture for
recording, processing and displaying timebased media and
supports many common audio and video formats.

Data comes from adatasource(e.g. a camera, a hard-
disk, . . . ). The datasource is interpreted by theplayer and
displayed by theoutputdevice. If the player processes the
data and makes it available (becomes a datasource himself),
we call it aprocessor. A final JMF concept is adatasink
which encapsulates storage.

The biggest advantage of using JMF, is that most im-
portant components ( (de)multiplexers, effects, codecs, out-
putdevices, . . . ) are already implemented by Sun and IBM
and are publicly available. The programmer only needs to
link the desired components together.

Besides local playback of media, JMF also supports
sending mediastreams over a network with the Real-Time
Transport Protocol (RTP). To check the quality of the sent
mediastreams, an additional control protocol (RTCP) is
foreseen. RTP and RTCP are independent of the protocol
used in the network layer, but usually use UDP.

Two methods exist to transfer data using RTP with
the JMF. A datasink can be constructed with destination
the RTP-address of the receiver. A more elegant (and more
complex) solution uses a sessionmanager. Every partici-
pant in the RTP session registers itself with the sessionman-
ager, and tells the manager in which streams it is interested.
The sessionmanager then establishes the required channels
(RTP, RTCP).

The interface as datasource

In the JMF, it is possible to implement a datasource. A
datasource contains a number of sourcestreams (e.g. a sep-
arate video and audiostream). In order to implement a data-
source that can be used by the Java Media Framework, a
fixed namingscheme must be used.

Since we want to compare this approach with the two
applications built with the Java 2D API, a local and dis-
tributed application were developed with the JMF.

• TheJMF Video Player is the JMF counterpart of the
ImageDisplay application. A processor is developed
that uses the datasource (which encapsulates the in-
terface for IEEE-1394 digital cameras). The output
of this processor is then connected to an outputdevice
which shows the videostream in a SwingJFrame.

• The distributed application uses a datasink to trans-
fer the datastream over the network. Usage of an
RTP manager was explicitly avoided because of the
large overhead it would impose on the system. The
JMF VideoServer (counterpart ofImageServer) is
responsible for linking the datasource to a proces-
sor. This processor will then send the videostream
to a datasink using as destination the RTP-location of

the client. TheJMF VideoClient (counterpart ofIm-
ageClient) will ask the JMF manager on the client’s
system to create a player with the RTP location of
the client. This player will then play the information
stream it receives from the server.

4 Performance

We have conducted some experiments to measure the per-
formance of the system. For a period of 15 minutes, the ca-
mera captured a videostream which was processed by the
different applications. The performance was measured at
different levels. Native tests (see section 4.1) focus on the
performance of thelibJDC1394 interface itself. They
also examine the relative contribution of the different meth-
ods involved in the capture of an image. The application
tests (see section 4.2) compare the performance of the dif-
ferent applications in table 1. The goal here is to examine
the usability of the Java Media Framework with a digital
camera.

4.1 Native tests

Thenative testsfocus on the performance of the JNI meth-
ods and the overhead incurred during the transfer of infor-
mation from native code to the Java Application.

First we investigated the capture itself. We found that
the methods using DMA (with thevideo1394 -module)
were significantly faster (almost a factor 1000) than those
who used the classical mechanism of having the informa-
tion copied by the CPU. This is not surprising, since the
DMA methods use the OHCI-controller, and therefore, will
return instantly without blocking the executionpath. The
duration of the DMA methods is also much less sensitive
to systemload and differs less between calls. This makes it
more appropriate for timecritical systems.

The second important step in the application is the
transfer of imagedata from the native code to the Java
Application. Assuming that the DMA methods are used
(which is likely since there are no disadvantages of doing
so), experiments show that this step is by far the most ex-
pensive one, and therefore the primary target for optimiza-
tions. Our focus here was not on the performance of JNI.
Many extensive studies on the topic exist already([10, 11]).
The emphasis was on the relative performance of the dif-
ferent methods used to transfer the information.

Three methods were used:

Naive copy: This is the most basic method and is
schematically represented in figure 3(a). The native
imageformat from the camera (YUV:4:2:2) is con-
verted into an RGB image by the native library. Then,
a Java array is created, and the image is copied from
native memory in this array. The performanceresults
of this method have been included in figure 2.



Figure 2. Testresults of the naive copy method

In the first graph of figure 2 we can see that al-
though the vast majority of the measurements is lo-
cated around 20 ms, occasionally the call takes up
much more time (250 ms and more). In the second
graph of figure 2, the first 50 measurements are dis-
played. We clearly see a pattern: 4 reasonably fast
calls are interleaved with a much slower one. An ex-
planation for this behavior can be found in a combi-
nation of the linux scheduler and the JVM garbage
collector. Regularly, the linuxscheduler will switch
threads. The time that goes by before the program
regains control depends on the systemload. Since the
results of figure 2 were achieved under low load, the
effect of the garbagecollector (who runs in a different
thread from the main application) stands out clearly.
After 4 calls, the memory is filled with previous im-
agearrays, and the garbagecollector is activated.

Direct reference: This method uses more advanced fa-
cilities provided by JNI: direct references. The Java
array is filled during the conversion to the RGB col-
orscheme. Although much faster than the basic copy,
it has the disadvantage that not all virtual machines
implement this method. For instance, Kaffe VM does
not offer this functionality. Usually, these virtual ma-
chines will decline the request for a direct reference
and use a slower version instead (see [1]). In some of
our tests though, the VM interrupted the application
with an Exception. This stresses the need to provide
alternative methods in case the faster ones are not sup-
ported. This method is shown in figure 3(b).

Direct reference with buffering: In addition to using di-
rect references, the Java arrays are reused using a cir-
cular buffer (see figure 3(c)). This results in a huge
performance speedup since the Java array must not be
created and initialized6. In addition, it virtually elim-
inates the problem caused by the garbage collector,

6The Java Language Specification requires that all elements inside an
array are initialized to 0 before use. For larger arrays, say 640*480*3
values, this takes a substantial amount of time.

since no new objects are created. Note that, although
we did not implement this, using buffering is possible
without using direct references.

A final result from our native tests is the relative con-
tribution of the different methods in the process of grabbing
an image. If only one image is captured from the camera,
the contribution of the camera setup, the capture and the
transfer of the information to Java to the whole are roughly
equal. If many consecutive images are captured without
using DMA, both the capture and the transfer account for
50% of the whole. If the faster DMA routines are used, the
time spent in the transfer outshines all the other methods.
Future optimizations should therefore focus on this step.

(a) Naive Copy (b) Direct Reference

(c) Direct Reference
with circular buffer

Figure 3. Different methods of passing information to the
virtual machine

4.2 Application tests

The performance of the Java application itself was also in-
vestigated. First, the image must be retrieved using a Java
method (which uses the JNI native call). On a resolution



of 640× 4807, our current implementation was able to re-
trieve 3 images per second on the PC/104 testsystem.

These images must then be displayed locally or be
transmitted over the network. Measuring the exact duration
of a draw in Swing is not trivial, since this usually happens
in a different thread. However, representative results are
achieved when measuring the duration of the non-blocking
call paintImmediately. On our system, this resulted in an
average speed of 2.4 images per second, again mainly be-
cause of garbage collection influence8.

Since no compression is currently implemented, the
bottleneck in the distributed system is the networktrans-
mission. It is clear, that in practice this option must be
provided. Since more images are being retrieved than can
be processed, a delay will incur. This can be avoided by
selectively dropping images.

We also compared the relative performance of the
JMF implementation with our own Java 2D version using a
profiler. Since the JMF provides much more functionality it
is much larger, has more classes and uses more heapspace.
The JMF also has much more active threads. In a system
with little resources, all this will result in frequent activa-
tion of the garbage collector and in performance penalties.
The JMF seems to be less appropriate for locally showing
images on these systems. Since the JMF includes com-
pression services, it is however, an interesting option for a
distributed application.

5 Conclusion

Different lessons can be learned from the experience gained
in this paper. DMA gives a large performance boost to the
system and there is no disadvantage in using it. Direct
references increase performance even further, but require
support from the Java Virtual Machine. Caution is advised
when using this technique. Reusing objects is a general rule
for increasing the performance of a Java application, and it
is also applicable here. On the application level, the JMF
offers many useful features (in particular compression and
streaming protocols) but is too large to be used on systems
with little resources. For these systems, small customized
programs are a better choice.

6 Future Work

Future work on this topic includes further optimization of
the most important routines that are responsible for trans-
ferring data from native code to the Java application. JNI
has been enhanced in version 1.4 to reflect a new feature
of the java.nio package: direct buffers. Here, the contents
of a direct buffer can, potentially, reside in native mem-
ory outside of the ordinary garbage-collected heap. This

7For lower resolution pictures this number is of course much higher.
For 320× 240, more than 10 frames per second are achieved

8We estimate that 4 images per second can be drawn if the garbage
collector is avoided

option can be exploited to dramatically improve speed in
future versions.

In the case of the client/server, the server is often an
embedded system. Resources are limited and optimizing
the application in this respect should receive further atten-
tion. Building a high performance server with compres-
sion is one possibility, stripping the JMF to include only
required features is another.
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